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Abstract. Here, the capability of the chemical weather forecasting model CHIMERE (version 2017r4) to reproduce summer-

time surface ozone, particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide concentrations in complex terrain is investigated. The study area

is the northwestern Iberian Peninsula, where both coastal and mountain climates can be found in direct vicinity and a large

fraction of the land area is covered by forests. Fed by lateral boundary conditions from the ECMWF Composition Integrated

Forecast System, meteorological data from the Weather Research and Forecasting Model (WRF) and the HTAP v2.2 emission5

inventory, CHIMERE’s performance compared to observations is tested with a range of sensitivity experiments, exploring the

role of horizontal and vertical resolution and the effects of applying distinct chemistry mechanisms. Using a high horizontal and

vertical resolution yields the most balanced verification results. If both the daily maximum and minimum values are important

for the given application, then the full Melchior mechanism should be used. If, however, the daily maxima are considered more

important than the minima, SAPRC should be used instead. In any case, model performance for nitrogen dioxide is clearly not10

satisfactory for our study region, probably indicating deficiencies in the emission inventory.

1 Introduction

Motivated by the air quality legislation of the European Union (EU, 2008), many governmental air quality departments are

currently demanding air quality forecasting schemes based on numerical models (Thunis et al., 2016), and the need for accu-15

rate and computationally efficient predictions in this field is perhaps greatest than ever before. For Europe as a whole, the most

important real-time prediction system available to date is provided by the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (Maré-

cal et al., 2015), comprising an ensemble of currently seven chemical weather forecasting (CWF) models1 run for the entire

continent at a horizontal resolution of 0.1◦. to 0.25◦ in longitude and 0.1◦ to 0.2◦ in latitude. In addition to this short-term

1see Kukkonen et al. (2012) for an overview of these models
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prediction system, several large research initiatives have been issued during the last two decades in order to assess the cli-

matological properties of atmospheric composition, including the assessment of long-term tendencies resulting from emission

reductions induced by the Convention on Long Range Transboundary Air Pollution (CLRTAP). The final aim of these efforts

is to find model configurations, or ensembles thereof, that can be used as surrogates for real observations in order to assess

whether emission reductions actually have lead, or would lead, to changes in the atmosphere’s composition on climatological5

time-scales (Vautard et al., 2006; Jonson et al., 2006; Colette et al., 2011; Wilson et al., 2012; Banzhaf et al., 2015; Colette

et al., 2017; Im et al., 2018b, a; Vivanco et al., 2018; Theobald et al., 2019).

Complementary to the aforementioned large-scale efforts, usually conducted with a single configuration of a given model,

small-scale sensitivity tests for particular models are still relevant since they can be run with more sophisticated model con-

figurations than their large-scale counterparts and are therefore more interesting for regional prediction systems, such as those10

demanded by national or regional governments (Banzhaf et al., 2012; Beegum et al., 2016; Flamant et al., 2018). Further,

following the concept of seamless prediction (Palmer et al., 2008), lessons learned from short-term prediction systems for

relatively small geographical areas might as well be important for longer lead-times and larger areas.

Previous sensitivity studies have identified several factors influencing the models’ capability to correctly reproduce observed

values, hereafter referred to as “model performance” (Giorgi and Francisco, 2000; Chang and Hanna, 2004). Among these15

factors, the meteorological input used to drive these models and the accuracy of the underlying emission inventory play a key

role and have been assessed in a number of studies (Menut, 2008; Markakis et al., 2015; Colette et al., 2017; Otero et al.,

2018; Vivanco et al., 2018). The resolution of the model mesh used to discretize the chemical reactions and atmospheric

dynamics is also important and, when it is increased, a trade-off between potential performance gains and computational cost

must been made in practice. In what concerns the horizontal resolution, performance gains have been reported up to a scale20

of approximately 12 km for a number of models, such as WRF-CHEM and CHIMERE (Valari and Menut, 2008; Schaap

et al., 2015; Crippa et al., 2017). However, a further resolution increase does not guarantee further performance gains. Namely,

beyond the 12 km threshold, Misenis and Zhang (2010) reported heterogeneous results for WRF-CHEM that strongly depend

on the considered time period. For the use of CHIMERE and focussing on surface O3 concentrations, Valari and Menut (2008)

even found a performance loss which they attributed to a noise increase in the emission fluxes and meteorological parameters25

at higher resolution. Regarding the role of vertical resolution, an increase therein has been found to to improve the modelled

particulate matter (PM) concentrations during desert dust events when using WRF-CHEM (Teixeira et al., 2016). However,

CHIMERE’s performance was found to be only weakly affected by such an resolution increase (Menut et al., 2013; Markakis

et al., 2015).

Representing the number and complexity of the considered chemical reactions, several chemistry mechanisms are usually30

available for a given model and switching from one mechanism to another can also affect the model’s performance. Model

sensitivity to this parameter has been found to be appreciable for WRF-CHEM (Balzarini et al., 2015; Karlický et al., 2017).

In recent CHIMERE versions, the SAPRC-07A mechanism (hereafter: SAPRC) has been included as an alternative to the full

or reduced versions of the Melchior mechanism (Mailler et al., 2017) but, to the authors’ knowledge, related sensitivity tests

are sparse to date.35
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A common shortcoming of small-scale sensitivity studies is that the conclusions therein only hold for specific regions, time

periods or seasons of the year. In this context, most of the aforementioned conclusions for CHIMERE (the model applied here)

have been drawn for the Île de France region, which is densely populated, relatively flat and not directly influenced by sea-salt

emissions. The model has been applied for a number of other regions, but the map is still incomplete and sensitivity testing is

not the main focus of the corresponding studies (Mazzeo et al., 2018; Menut et al., 2018; Monteiro et al., 2018; Brasseur et al.,5

2019; Deroubaix et al., 2019).

This is where the present study comes into play: A series of sensitivity test has been run with CHIMERE over the northwest-

ern Iberian Peninsula, a region characterized by a complex coastline, forested mountain terrain and the advection of sea-salt

from the surrounding Atlantic Ocean. Thus, our study region is quite different from the Île de France region. The applied tests

will isolate the effects of an increase in the model’s horizontal and/or vertical resolution, as well the effects arising from a the10

use of distinct chemical mechanisms (full Melchior or SAPRC). To this end, version 2017r4 of the CHIMERE model is used

(Mailler et al., 2017) in combination with the HTAP emission inventory version 2.2 (Janssens-Maenhout et al., 2015). Saharan

dust intrusions are not accounted for by running CHIMERE on a large domain covering all relevant dust sources (Bessagnet

et al., 2017), but by using a far smaller domain ingesting the global forecasts provided by the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Composition Integrated Forecasting system (C-IFS) at its lateral boundaries (Flemming15

et al., 2015). This strategy largely reduces the computational costs and is an interesting alternative to simulating remote mineral

dust emissions, e.g. originating in the Sahara desert, with the CHIMERE model itself (Bessagnet et al., 2017).

In Section 2, the applied data and model configurations used for sensitivity testing are described. Results are presented in

Section 3 and a discussion and some general conclusions are provided in Section 4.

2 Data and Methods20

This section opens with a description of the meteorological input data and the general characteristics of the CHIMERE experi-

ments. Then, the particularities of the individual experiments are presented and the in-situ station network used for as reference

for verification is introduced. The section closes with a description of the verification measures used to estimate CHIMERE’s

performance.

2.1 Meteorological Input and General Characteristics of the CHIMERE Experiments25

The meteorological input data for the CHIMERE experiments are provided by the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)

model version 3.5 (Skamarock et al., 2008), driven by Global Forecast System (GFS) forecasts initialized at 00 UTC (Caplan

et al., 1997). WRF is run on three domains, a continental-scale domain having a resolution of 36km, followed by a regional

domain covering southwestern Europe at a resolution of 12km and, finally, a 4km domain covering our study region, the

northwestern Iberian Peninsula. For these domains, WRF is executed with a minimum time step of 216, 72 and 24 seconds and30

a maximum time step of 360, 180 and 60 seconds, respectively. All domains comprise 33 vertical layers with a model top at 10

hPa. A detailed overview of the WRF physics can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1. WRF physics common to all sensitivity tests

Parameter Option

Microphysics WRF single-moment 6-class scheme

Longwave radiation Rapid Radiative Transfer Model

Shortwave radiation Dudhia scheme

Surface layer MM5 similarity

Land surface 5-layer thermal diffusion

Planetary boundary layer Yonsei University scheme

Cumulus Kain-Fritsch scheme

With this meteorological input, version 2017r4 of the CHIMERE model (Mailler et al., 2017) is run in combination with the

HTAP v2.2 inventory, representing anthropogenic emissions of the year 2010 (Janssens-Maenhout et al., 2015). Two domains

are used for the CHIMERE model integrations: a coarse domain having a horizontal resolution of 0.15◦× 0.15◦ (longitude×
latitude), and a fine domain, nested into the former, having a resolution of 0.05◦× 0.04◦ (see Figure 1a). Note that the terms

“coarse” and “fine” shall hereafter refer to the CHIMERE domains, not the WRF domains, if not otherwise stated. Regridding5

the HTAP dataset to these domains has been accomplished with the emiSURF program without using downscaling with traffic

or population proxies (Mailler et al., 2017). Biogenic emissions are from the MEGAN model version 2.04 (Guenther et al.,

2006) and mineral dust emissions within the CHIMERE domains are calculated on the basis of the United States Geological

Survey landuse dataset (Loveland et al., 2000). The Alfaro and Gomes (2001) saltation and sandblasting scheme, optimized by

Menut et al. (2005), and the surface wind threshold described in Shao and Lu (2000) are used throughout all experiments. The10

effect of soil moisture on dust emissions (Fécan et al., 1998) is activated and so are sea-salt emissions. Vertical advection is

achieved by the upwind scheme, horizontal advection by the more complex van Leer (1979) scheme. Carbonaceous species and

interaction between aerosols and gases are taken into account by the model chemistry. The number of Gauss-Seidel iterations

is set to 3, mainly because the model occasionally develops unrealistic waves with lower numbers. Urban correction/reduction

of the wind speed and the resuspension process are deactivated. A complete list of the internal CHIMERE parameters common15

to all sensitivity experiments is provided in Table 2. For a full description of these parameters, the interested reader is referred

to the CHIMERE user manual available at http://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/chimere.

Along the lateral boundaries of the coarse domain, the concentrations of the chemical species required by CHIMERE are

provided by the forecasts of the ECMWF Composition Integrated Forecasting System (C-IFS) (Flemming et al., 2015), initial-

ized at 00 UTC. This global model comprises 60 vertical levels and has a horizontal resolution of ≈ 80km. In case a chemical20

species required by CHIMERE is not provided by C-IFS, the monthly climatological mean values from the MACC reanalysis

(Inness et al., 2013) are used instead. Note that the time-varying dust data from C-IFS are scaled by a factor of 0.6 for all

experiments since, otherwise, PM concentrations would be overestimated during the two Saharan dust events occurring in the

time period considered here (summer 2018).
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Table 2. CHIMERE parameters common to all sensitivity test

Parameter Option

Nr. Gauss-Seidel iterations 3

Chemical time-step adaptive

Physical time-step 5 minutes

Nr. of aerosol size sections 9

Chemically-active aerosols yes

Anthropogenic emissions HTAP v2.2 for the year 2010

Sea-salt emission parameterization inert, parametrization 0

Biogenic emissions MEGAN

Mineral dust emission On

Saltation and sandblasting scheme Alfaro and Gomes (2001), Menut et al. (2005)

Wind threshold estimation Shao and Lu (2000)

Effect of soil moisture on mineral dust emissions Fécan et al. (1998)

Secondary organic aerosol scheme medium complexity

ISORROPIA coupling yes

Inclusion of carbonaceous species yes

Aerosol dry deposition Zhang et al. (2001)

Horizontal advection scheme van Leer

Vertical advection scheme upwind

Urban correction off

Resuspension process off

Deep convection on

Land cover dataset USGS

Lateral boundary conditions time-varying C-IFS data
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Figure 1. (a) Horizontal CHIMERE domains used for all sensitivity experiments. The fine domain (orange rectangle) is nested into the

coarser one (blue rectangle). At the lateral boundary conditions of the coarse domain, CHIMERE is fed by time varying C-IFS data. (b) The

Galician air quality station network, grouped by the main pollution sources. See text for more details.

To eliminate unwanted effects related to the spin-up of the models, the daily WRF forecasts are initialized with the Digital

Filtering Initialization (DFI) technique (Skamarock et al., 2008) and the first 3 integration hours are not used as meteorological

input to CHIMERE. Consequently, CHIMERE is initialized on 03 UTC, using initial conditions from the model execution of

the previous day, and is then integrated until 03 UTC of the following day to complete one forecast day. This procedure is

repeated for each day from June 20, 2018 to August 31, 2018 and the resulting model output is then concatenated to form time5

series covering the entire time period.

2.2 Specific Configuration of the Sensitivity Tests

To assess the influence of vertical resolution on model performance, 10 layer experiments are compared to 20 layer experi-

ments, the lowermost layer being located at 999 hPa and the uppermost at 500 hPa in all cases. Thus, in this study, an increase

in vertical resolution refers to a refinement of the domain in the lower to middle troposphere. An extension of the model top10

to, e.g., 200 hPa has been proposed in previous studies since some dust intrusions may extend to pressure levels above 500 hPa

(Bessagnet et al., 2017). However, by design of our experiments, most of the dust intrusions’ trajectory is simulated by C-IFS

rather than internally simulated by CHIMERE and, therefore, elevating the model top is assumed to be of of minor impor-

tance here. The effect of an increase in horizontal resolution is tested by comparing the model output obtained with the coarse

resolution domain with that of the fine resolution domain (see Figure 1a). Note that the increase in horizontal resolution is15

undertaken in both CHIMERE and WRF, meaning that the combined effect is assessed here. Finally, all horizontal and vertical

configurations are run twice, one time with the SAPRC mechanism and the other time with the Melchior mechanism, to asses

6
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Table 3. Overview of the applied sensitivity tests, ordered according to their computational cost (from low to high), see text for more details.

Acronym Horizontal Resolution (lat. × lon.) Vertical Layers Chemical Mechanism

CM10 WRF: 12 × 12km, CHIMERE: 0.15◦× 0.15◦ 10 Full Melchior

CM20 " 20 Full Melchior

CS10 " 10 SAPRC

CS20 " 20 SAPRC

FM10 WRF: 4 × 4km, CHIMERE: 0.05◦× 0.04◦ 10 Full Melchior

FM20 " 20 Full Melchior

FS10 " 10 SAPRC

FS20 " 20 SAPRC

the effects associated with the use of different model chemistries. An overview of these sensitivity tests, ordered from top to

bottom according to their computational cost (from low to high), is provided in Table 3.

2.3 The Air Quality Monitoring Network in Northwestern Spain

The Galician air quality monitoring network comprises a total of 46 stations which, as a function of the main pollution source

or the lack thereof, can be grouped into background, industrial and traffic sites (see Figure 1b). Currently, 14 stations are

directly maintained by the Galician regional government (Xunta de Galicia). The remaining 32 stations are maintained by

industrial companies which are supervised by the government in order to assure the same measurement standards, specified in5

the national UNE-EN norm.

The quality control of the corresponding data is accomplished manually by trained technical staff of the regional government,

i.e. is centralised in one institution. First, outlier values are detected by comparing a suspicious value to the typical time

series behaviour at the considered site and at the surrounding sites. Once the outlier is detected, its validity is determined

taking into account inter-variable relationships, potential power breakdowns, calibration errors, damages and changes in the10

topographic features surrounding the station. This way, a quality controlled observation dataset has been developed which,

at some locations, is now nearly a decade long. This dataset serves as reference for model verification and will hereafter be

referred to as the Galician Observational Air Quality Dataset.

2.4 Applied Verification Measures

Here, CHIMERE’s performance with respect to observations is measured in terms of the Pearson correlation coefficient (r), the15

relative BIAS (see Equation 1), and the standard deviation ratio (see Equation 2):

bias=
m− o
o

× 100 (1)
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ratio=
σm

σo
(2)

, where m, o, σm and σo are the modelled and observed values for the temporal mean and standard deviation, respectively.

These measures are applied separately for the daily maximum and minimum time series of NO2, O3, PM10 and PM2.5.20

Note that the chosen verification measures are complementary to each other since they cover different time series aspects.

Namely, BIAS and RATIO measure the model’s capacity to reproduce the observed mean and dispersion whereas r looks at

the similarity in day-to-day variability irrespective of errors in the mean and dispersion. The perfect scores for r, BIAS and

RATIO are 1, 0 and 1, respectively.

In addition, the mean absolute error (MAE) is a good measure of overall performance, and is here applied as a skill score25

(mean absolute error skill score, MAESS), i.e. as percentage deviation from the error of a reference experiment:

MAESS =
(

1− MAEi

MAEref

)
× 100 (3)

, where MAEi is the error a specific experiment i and MAEref the error of the experiment CS10, used as reference

throughout the present study since it is the computationally least expensive experiment (see Table 3). Positive values indicate

performance gains, negative values performances losses with respect to the reference. For more details on these verification

measures, the interested reader is referred to Jolliffe and Stephenson (2012).

Results are provided by means of the boxplot, each one being computed upon the point-wise verification results at all5

available stations. A point-verification is excluded if the percentage of missing values present in the observed time series

exceeds 20%.

3 Results

The verification results are displayed in Figures 2 and 3 for the daily maxima, and in Figure 4 and 5 for the daily minima,

respectively. Due to large differences between the results for specific variables, and also between the maxima and minima, it is10

not straightforward to use the same axis scaling for all panels. However, the number of different scalings was kept as small as

possible to allow for comparison between one variable and another.

According to the default values of Python’s Seaborn package, the centre line of each boxplot refers to the median value

of the group of point-wise temporal verification results and the box refers the to the interquartile range of this group (IQR).

The whiskers extend from the 25th percentile minus 1.5 × IQR at the lower end to the 75th percentile plus 1.5 × IQR at the15

upper end. Outlier verification results lying beyond these limits are indicated by diamonds. Results obtained from the coarse

horizontal resolution are depicted in magenta, those obtained from the fine horizontal resolution in green (see Figure 1a). The

boxplots are ordered according to their computational demand, the cheapest experiment (CS10) located at the top and the

most costly (FM20) at the bottom of each panel. Boxplots located on top of each other are equal in their experimental design,
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except for the applied chemistry mechanism. This way, the effect of changing the mechanism can be easily catched by eye.20

All verification results are for the lowermost model layer, whose upper limit is located at 999 hPa, i.e. at roughly 10m above

ground.

For the sake of simplicity, when referring to the results for BIAS, r and RATIO in the forthcoming, the range of the 8

spatial median values (1 median value per experiment) will be quoted first, followed by the overall minimum and maximum

obtained from all experiments and all station sites. The analyses of the performance gains (or losses) will then be more specific,25

quoting the spatial median, minimum and maximum MAESS separately for each experiment. Note, that the minimum and/or

maximum values may be outliers, in which case they are not very representative of the dispersion. In this sense, the IQR is more

representative and the reader should always double-check the dispersion having a look at the width of the boxes in Figures 3

and 4.

3.1 Maximum Values30

Among all considered variables, and irrespective of the applied verification measure, CHIMERE’s performance is poorest for

NO2 (see see Figure 2a-c), in which case the bias ranges between -38 and -52% for the spatial median and between -91 and

+244% at individual station sites (hereafter referred to as “extremes”). The correlation coefficient ranges between +0.11 and

0.24 (extremes: -0.40 and +0.65) and the time series’ dispersion tends to be underestimated by the model, as is indicated by a

standard deviation ratio between 0.44 and 0.70 (extremes: 0.07 and 5.95). Above all, the results for NO2 are characterised by

a very pronounced spatial spread, i.e. by very large differences between one station and another.

In comparison to the other chemical species assessed here, model performance is best for O3 (see Figure 2e-g). The bias5

ranges between +6% to +13% (extremes: -17% and +61%) and the correlation coefficient between +0.64 and +0.70 (extremes:

+0.42 and +0.82). With standard deviation ratios ranging between 0.51 and 0.6 (extremes: 0.39 and 0.96), the time series’

dispersion is clearly underestimated by the model. Also, the spatial spread of the verification results is generally smaller for

O3 than for NO2.

With bias values between -49 to -57% (extremes: -13 and -76%), correlation coefficients between +0.41 to +0.45 (extremes:10

-0.06 and 0.88), standard deviation ratios between 0.27 and 0.34 (extremes: 0.07 and 0.99) and a general increase in the spatial

spread, results for PM10 are somewhat poorer than for O3 but still way-better than for NO2 (compare Figure 3a-c to Figure

2a-c and e-g).

Results for PM2.5 (see Figure 3e-g) are slightly better than for PM10. The bias improves to values between -27 and -

39% (extremes: -69 and +14%), the correlation coefficient to values between +0.36 and +0.45 (extremes: 0 and +0.84) and15

the standard deviation ratio to values between 0.43 and 0.56 (extremes: 0.09 and 1.43). The spatial spread of the results is

comparable to that obtained for PM10.

The experiments’ performance with reference to the base experiment (CS10) is displayed in Figures 2 and 3, panels d+h.

Improvement is indicated by positive MAESS values and worsening by negative ones, respectively.

The MAESS results forNO2 are not satisfactory since none of the considered experiments yield a performance increase with20

respect to the base experiment and, even worse, an increase in horizontal resolution greatly inflates the dispersion of the results
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Figure 2. Temporal verification results for daily near-surface maximum NO2 (left) and O3 (right). Row 1: bias, row 2: Pearson correlation

coefficient, row 3: ratio of standard deviations, row 4: mean absolute error skill score (MAESS) with reference to the base experiment CS10.

Each column pertains to a specific chemical species. Boxplots are calculated upon the point-wise verification results at all available stations.

Abbreviations are explained in Table 3. See text for more details.
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(see Figure 2d). For the remaining chemical species, model performance can be improved by increasing both, the horizontal and

vertical resolution, particularly when using the SAPRC mechanism (i.e. experiment FS20). For this particular configuration,

the spatial median performance increase is +5%, ranging between -10 and +19% at individual stations, when considering O3

(see FS20 in Figure 2h), +5 % (extremes: -7 and +14%) when considering PM10 (see FS20 in Figure 3d), and +6% (extremes:25

-14 and +16%) for PM2.5 (see FS20 in Figure 3h). When using the high horizontal and vertical resolution in combination with

full Melchior instead of SAPRC, on the one hand, even larger performance gains are yielded for O3 (see FM20 in Figure 2h)

but, on the other, no improvements are obtained for PM (see FM20 in Figure 3d+h) meaning that, overall, the best results for

daily maximum values are achieved with the SAPRC mechanism. Importantly, an increase in horizontal resolution generally

inflates the spatial spread of the results (compare green with magenta boxplots in the last column of Figures 2 and 3). However,30

for the particular case of O3, this unwanted effect is alleviated by additionally augmenting the vertical resolution (see FS20

and FM20 in Figure 2h).

3.2 Minimum Values

In comparison to the daily maxima, CHIMERE’s performance for the daily minima is poorer for O3, similar for PM10 and

PM2.5, and equally poor for NO2 (compare Figures 4 and 5 with Figures 2 and 3).

With bias values between -77 and -74% (extremes: -99 and +237%) and standard deviation ratios between 0.26 and 0.47

(extremes: 0.02 and 3.12), the model’s performance for NO2 is again very poor, as was the case for the daily maxima (see5

Figure 4a+c). However, correlation coefficients lay in between +0.34 and 0.43 (extremes: -0.31 and +0.69), i.e. are better for

the minima than for the maxima (compare Figure 4b with 2b).

For O3, the bias ranges between +87 and +127% (extremes: +10 and 577%) and the correlation coefficient between +0.21

and 0.37 (extremes: -0.14 and 0.63). Thus, both the mean values and the day-to-day sequence of the time series are repro-

duced worse for the minima than for the maxima (compare Figure 4e+f with Figure 2e+f). However, with standard deviation10

ratios laying between 0.80 and 0.95 (extremes: 0.42 and 2.48), the simulated time series are underdispersed only in case the

coarse horizontal mesh is used (see magenta boxplots in Figure 4g). The ratios for the fine horizontal mesh are almost equally

distributed around unity, indicating underdispersion for roughly one half of the station sites and overdispersion for the other

half (see green boxplots in Figure 4g). However, albeit better standard deviation ratios are obtained for the minima than for

the maxima if one looks at the spatial median, results are clearly worse for the minima when considering the spatial spread5

(compare Figure 4g with 2g).

Unlike the results for the maxima, the median bias for the minima is near to zero for PM10, ranging between -9 and +9%

(extremes: -57 and +108%), and positive for PM2.5, ranging between +39 and +63% (extremes: -29 to 306%), indicating a

larger bias magnitude for the fine fraction (compare panels a and e in Figure 5). With values ranging between 0.31 to 0.34

(0.07 to 0.64) for PM10 and 0.33 to 0.40 (extremes: 0.14 to 0.58) for PM2.5, correlation coefficients are similar for the two

size groups, with slight advantages for the fine fraction (compare panels b and f in Figure 5). The standard deviation ratio lays

between 0.76 and 0.96 (extremes: 0.44 and 2.05) for PM10 and between 0.95 and 1.23 (extremes: 0.68 and 2.80) for PM2.5.
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Figure 3. As Figure 2, but for PM10 and PM2.5.
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Figure 4. Temporal verification results for daily near-surface minimum NO2 (left) and O3 (right). Row 1: bias, row 2: Pearson correlation

coefficient, row 3: ratio of standard deviations, row 4: mean absolute error skill score (MAESS) with reference to the base experiment CS10.

Each column pertains to a specific chemical species. Boxplots are calculated upon the point-wise verification results at all available stations.

Abbreviations are explained in Table 3. See text for more details.
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Figure 5. As Figure 4, but for PM10 and PM2.5.

In comparison to the maxima, this indicates a closer match with unity on the one hand, but a larger spatial spread on the other5

(compare Figure 5c+g with Figure 3c+g).
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As for the daily maxima, the poor performance for NO2 cannot be improved by changing the experimental design and the

use of the fine horizontal mesh greatly inflates the spread of the results (see Figure 4d). For both O3 and PM , full Melchior

works better than SAPRC (see panels Figure 4h and 5d+h), i.e. the model’s response to changes in the chemistry mechanism

is more homogeneous for the minima than for the maxima (in which case full Melchior performed better for O3 but worse for10

PM ). As for the maxima, optimal results forO3 can be obtained with a fine vertical resolution, without the need to additionally

increase the horizontal resolution, yielding a performance gain of +11% for the spatial median, ranging between +7 and +18%

at individual station sites (see CM20 in Figure 4h). If the horizontal resolution is increased in addition, even better results are

obtained for the spatial median (+18% for FM20) but the spread of the results increases and performance losses are obtained

at some sites (extremes for FM20: -10% to +51%). Hence, when solely looking at the O3 minima, the most homogeneous5

performance gains are obtained with the fine vertical and coarse horizontal mesh.

The most balanced improvements for PM10 are yielded by using full Melchior and the coarse horizontal resolution. In this

configuration, a +2% gain is obtained for both the 10 and 20 layer set-up (see CM10 and CM20 in Figure 5d), obtaining a

lower spatial spread for the latter (-12 and +14% versus -3 and +7%). An increase in horizontal resolution is associated with

a slight spread growth (compare FM10 and FM20 to CM10 and CM20). The magnitude of the performance gains is generally10

smaller for PM10 than for O3 (compare Figure 5d to 4h).

For PM2.5, using full Melchior is even more advantageous than for PM10 and the unfavourable spread increase associated

with the fine horizontal mesh is much reduced if 20 vertical layers are used in addition (see Figure 5h). Thus, experiment FM20

is a reasonable choice for this variable, yielding a performance gain of +3% (extremes: -10 to +14%). The most homogeneous

gains, however, are achieved with the computationally cheap CM10 experiment (spatial median: +8%, extremes: -8% to +11%),15

i.e. using the coarse horizontal and vertical mesh.

3.3 Verification Results per Pollution Source

Figure 6 shows the spatial median MAESS with reference to the base experiment CS10 for all locations (column 1), as well

as for background, industry and traffic locations (columns 2 to 4). The first row refers to the daily maxima, the second to the

minima, respectively. Improvement over the base experiment is indicated by green, worsening by red colour shadings. The20

results in column 1 have been already stated in Section 3.1 and 3.2 and are here displayed again in a simplified form (only the

spatial median is displayed) in order to provide a visual summary.

Irrespective of the main pollution source, performance improvements are larger for the daily minima than for the maxima

(compare row 1 wit row 2 in Figure 6). For the minima, particularly large gains are found at those sites influenced by anthro-

pogenic emissions, i.e. at industrial and traffic sites (see Figure 6g and h). For the daily minima at background sides, however,25

virtually no gains are obtained for PM and performance losses are obtained for NO2, meaning that sophisticated model con-

figurations are inefficient or even counterproductive if the observed pollutant concentrations are very low (see first, third and

fourth column in Figure 6f). On the contrary, if the observed concentrations are appreciable, as is the case for minimum O3,

then the performance can be increased with more sophisticated configurations (see CS20, CM20, FS20 and FM20 in Figure

6f, second column).30
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Figure 6. Spatial median Mean Absolute Error Skill Score (MAESS) with respect to the base experiment CS10 for (row 1) the daily maxima

and (row 2) daily minima at (column 1) all available stations, (column 2) background stations, (column 3) industrial stations and (column 4)

traffic stations. See text for more details.

4 Conclusions

In this study, a series of sensitivity tests was carried out with the chemical weather forecasting model CHIMERE over the

northwestern Iberian Peninsula for the 2018 summer season. The model was driven by meteorological data from WRF, the

HTAP v2.2 emission inventory and lateral boundary data from the ECMWF C-IFS.

For daily maximum surface ozone, optimal results are obtained with 20 vertical layers between 999 and 500 hPa, a relatively5

coarse horizontal resolution (0.15◦ longitude × 0.15◦ latitude) and the full Melchior mechanism. To achieve the best possible

results for daily maximum particulate matter it is also necessary to use 20 vertical layers but, in this case, a finer horizontal

mesh (0.05◦×0.04◦) should be used in combination with the SAPRC mechanism. For the daily minimum values, full Melchior

performs better than SAPRC irrespective of the considered variable/chemical species. To yield optimal results for O3, it is

important to additionally use 20 vertical layers and the fine horizontal mesh. A pollution source oriented analysis revealed that10

the performance increases of the more sophisticated experiments are largest when the observed concentrations are low but yet

appreciable.

We conclude that the best overall results are obtained by using the fine horizontal and vertical mesh. If daily maxima are

considered more important than daily minima, the SAPRC mechanism provides the best overall performance for ozone and

PM. If daily minima are considered equally important, the full Melchior mechanism should be chosen. Irrespective of the15
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experimental configuration, CHIMERE’s performance for NO2 is very poor, which might point to deficiencies in the HTAP

v2.2 emission inventory for this chemical species in our region of interest.

Particularly the promising results for the 20 layer setup confined to the lower and middle troposphere (999 to 500 hPa)

might as well yield performance improvements for CHIMERE experiments run on larger scales, e.g. for the CHIMERE im-

plementation participating in the Europe-wide ensemble hosted by Copernicus (Marécal et al., 2015), or for the hindcast runs20

covering several decades that have been accomplished in the EURODELTA-Trends initiative (Colette et al., 2017). It would be

interesting to test these hypotheses in future studies.
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